
TN 07-26-07 Interview with Bill Albertson 

Bill Albertson is the son of Leo and Anna Mae Albertson, who live just down the 
road from him. He is currently married to Carla Albertson and they have three daughters 
together. This interview was conducted on Bill’s front porch. 

 
Toan Ngo [00:00]: This is Toan interviewing Bill Albertson on July 26th, 2007. It 

is 9:45 a.m. 
TN: Alright Bill, I understand you’re a rancher. 
Bill Albertson: Yup. 
TN: Can you explain to me what ranching is? 
BA: Well… On my part it’d be just raisin’ up hay for my cows to make it through 

the winter time and… hopefully have a… some hay left to sell, and then help make the 
payments. Land payments, equipments payments… It’s just a way of life, more than any-
thing cuz you… you ain’t gonna make much money. (Uh huh.) 

TN: And… how long have you been ranching? 
BA: Oh… full-time for last couple years. But part-time full-time of the past thirty. 
TN: And you’ve always… been here (Yeah.) in Lakeview? 
BA: Yup. (Okay.) 
TN: And… your brothers and sisters, how many ranchers are there? 
BA: Oh… actually… I’ve got… two others in ranching. Help… me and my fa-

ther. 
TN: How long has your father been ranching? 
BA: We’ve been at it… that’s… 19… jeez… well basically since he was born… 

(Uh hmm.) 29, I think. He was born and then grew up on his family farm and… well he’s 
been in and out of it… either through ranching himself or… equipment implement dealer 
(Uh huh.) for many years. 

TN: And… how did you get your ranch? 
BA: Well just… started kinda part time and just slowly… picking up pieces of 

ground… just a slow process… Like I said, you’re not in it for the money because you’re 
one of the world’s best gamblers or worst gamblers, whatever you wanna call it. 

TN: And you lease your ranch from your dad? 
BA: No, actually, I bought… hundred and sixty acres off of dad and I’m leasing 

four-hundred and something up in the mountains for pasture and… about six hundred 
down here from my brother, John, for fall pasture. 

TN: And… you ranch cattle, right? 
BA: Uh hmm… 
TN: How many steers do you have compared to cattles… or cows… I should say. 
BA: Well depends, every year it’d be different. (Okay.) Cow… or cows when 

they calf… you know most time it’s about half bull-calves half heffer-calves… but every 
year it’s different. (Uh hmm.) And then selling everything in the fall… keep the few 
heads of heffer-calves for replacement. (Hmmm.) 

TN: And so you mention that it’s a lifestyle. But, what attracts you to it? What do 
you like most about ranching? 

BA: Oh I just miss the… for the one thing, the solitude. I don’t know, just… kin-
da hard to describe. Just being out in the outdoors and… just enjoying each day… It’s 
just kinda hard to explain… it’s… You’re just out there… enjoying every minute of it… 
most time. [laughs] 
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TN: So… what part of ranching would you say you do best? Well… what would 
you say is your skill? 

BA: Well… farmer, rancher, you gotta have… gotta be everything. Mechanic, 
able to weld, something breaks down you gotta fix it. I don’t know, you just gotta be a 
jack of all trades… to make it. You know? 

TN: Is there anything that you’re bad at? 
BA: Probably oughta ask anything you’re really good at… you just gotta be kinda 

average… stick in there. You gotta do everything whether you like it or not. 
TN: You gotta be patient, eh? 
BA: Yeah. 
TN: And so… what do you feed your cattle? 
BA: Just the hay that I grow, alfalfa, grass, mostly. 
TN: How often do you have to buy hay from others? 
BA: Oh… hopefully you don’t have to buy any! You got enough cows, enough 

hay ground, and… raise hay for what animals you got… This year might be different 
though… Drought… hay hasn’t grow very good. Pasture’s down. So… this is one of 
them year that tests your… your skills I guess. (Right.) Still a bit different. 

TN: What’s a…. could you describe a really hard year you’ve had in the past? 
BA: We’re in it. 
TN: Oh, this is it? Okay. 
BA: It’s been so cold in the spring, our first cutting a little ate off, pasture’s way 

off. What… the pasture looks like now… you would see first September, it’ll probably a 
month’s ahead of where we oughta be. Which isn’t good. I think our market gonna be 
flooded probably with cows, people having to sell cows… cuz they haven’t got pasture. 

TN: Okay. And who’s buying all the cows? 
BA: Well… they’re probably one of them guys that… need ‘em replacement 

cows from… that’s got pasture… I don’t know who that’d be. Nobody in this country. 
But when they start flooding the market with… cows… well then the calf market proba-
bly just going down. So that ain’t good for guys, almost everybody that’s… oh there’s 
probably a few ranchers that… that are… got money to run on and… and shrew opera-
tors, they… most of the time inherited what they got, a lot of ‘em. But… most of your 
ranchers… now are guys that are… Well it’s a struggle, economically. 

 
[Phone rings] 
 
BA: Well I gotta answer this… 
 
[Bill answers phone] 
 
[Vacuum starts to clean car nearby] 
 
BA: Okay, Toan. 
TN: Do you think the vacuum will be loud? 
BA: Well let’s… let’s go back in the house. 
TN: Okay… 
BA: I think them women are… following us. 
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[Bill and I move inside] 
 
TN: We’re back at 10:55. Okay. Bill, you were saying… talking about… flooding 

the market with calves because of the season. 
BA: Yeah it’s a possibility this year with the… as dry as it’s been, people are 

gonna be out of pasture at least a month, earlier probably if not more and… they haven’t 
got to go to and people can’t afford to buy… hay… and hay’s gonna a real high this year. 
So maybe… the Lord will send some rain today. 

TN: Now… I understand that there are people that grow only hay and sell only 
hay? 

BA: Mostly at the north end of the county. So all the alfalfa, [inaudible] a lot of 
dairy to mostly… on the coast… But down here it’s mostly cattle and calf operators, just 
tryin’ to get hay for the [inaudible]. 

TN: Do you think… the hay farmers are benefiting from the draught? 
BA: Yeah. They’ll do good this year. If they’ve got the water. Most of them got 

good wells and… yeah they’ll benefit. They’ll do very good this year. Hay’s gonna be at 
a premium. Yeah… they’ll come out [inaudible]. 

TN: What do you think calf prices are gonna be this year? 
BA: Well right now probably gonna be around a dollar, if the market floods… 

you might see seventy… maybe seventy-cent calves. It’s just all a guess. It ain’t gonna be 
good for us. Because your payments are set up in the fall in the year after you sell your 
calves or early winter, that way you make one payment. So… It’s gonna be tough. 

 
[Nascar playing on the TV in the background, grandkid is watching it.] 
 
TN: When there’s a flood of all this commodity. Does the government help any? 

Chip in? 
BA: No… I wouldn’t think so. 
TN: Has it never happened? 
BA: Well they had a drought, jeez… back in the ‘30’s but I don’t think the gov-

ernment helped anybody. You just do the best you can. 
TN: What do you think it’ll be like in the next couple of years? Would it be bet-

ter? Or worse? 
BA: Well… like I said… we’re gamblers. It’s gotta be better. It’s our pot of gold. 
TN: Okay, could you just describe to me… the branding process? 
BA: Branding? 
TN: Yeah. 
BA: Hmmm… that’s just the way you identify our cattle. Not so much rustling… 

as for rustling or anything like that, it’s more your cows getting mixed up with your 
neighbor’s. Cows that you can look out there and see your brand on her. And it’s just, 
once a year deal, get it… get your cows in and vaccinate your cows, vaccinate, brand, 
castrate your bull-calves… 

TN: Can you describe the process of branding? 
BA: Well… we generally use a… a lot of guys still use horse and… ropes. We 

done that several years but… if you get the wrong kinda guys on the horses that stretch 
the calves and hurt ‘em. So… we went back to our calf-table, which… just run a calf in 
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and just a shoot is what it is and then you just… it actually… get the calf in and it… pins 
it in, and then you tip the shoot up and open the side and then put a rope on the hind feet. 
The next prop in the catch… and then you can brand him or do whatever you want with 
‘im. And it takes about… if you got a good crew… you could do a calf in whatever 
minute…  

TN: Really? And how old are they when they’re branded? 
BA: Oh they’re about two months old… I give a shot for pneumonia, a shot for 

back black leg, which… and there’s other… eight, seven or eight shots for a bunch of dif-
ferent shots for selenium deficiency in this country. They’re selenium deficient don’t give 
it to them they can die of white muscle disease… 

TN: Where do you get all this medicine from? 
BA: Vet. 
TN: And how many people do you usually have at one of these brandings? 
BA: Oh, mostly it’s family, you know I have… probably ten. Everybody’s got a 

job, from ear-markin’ to brandin’, we don’t castrate, we put a lacerator on… their tes-
ticles and over a period of month and a half time… it cuts the blood off and the bag and 
then it falls off. It’s just a little better way of doing things. 

TN: And… what’s your job? 
BA: My job’s brandin’… puttin’ the lacerator on the testicles, give them shots for 

[inaudible] 
TN: What does your brand look like? 
BA: Upside down P P bar. So it’d be bar d d. 
TN: Oh, okay. 
BA: Left hip. 
TN: That’s what’s on the log over here isn’t it? [pointing to a piece of wood 

above the fireplace] 
BA: Hm hmm. Left hip. And it’s recorded in the brand book, Oregon brand book. 

Then my father’s is that straight up, P P bar, so we use the same brand. Just turn it over 
then it’s my brand. [TN laughs] And that used to by my aunt Pearl Perdue. That’s where 
that came from. In the Yocum years. 

TN: Can you describe how you change your sprinklers? 
BA: Yeah, it’s like milking cows, you can’t away from ‘em! You gotta get up 

at… oh… five in the mornin’, go down and shut the pump off, turn your… each sprinkler 
off, move it to the next turnoff on the hose and the turnoff… then wait for your sprinklers 
to drain, and then roll ‘em to the next turn on on your main line. And then turn everything 
on and get back and turn your pump on. And check, make sure your sprinklers aren’t 
plugged. Like with this last fire… all the fallouts from the… the bark and the… moss and 
stuff that flew in there and got in the water supply. Plugged my pump, my sprinklers, my 
drains and I’m still having trouble with that two weeks after. Hard to believe. 

TN: And when you were watching the fire that happened… last week. Were you 
worried at all that it was gonna… get to your… or get near to your fields? 

BA: Well… it was a possibility, there is a lot of ‘em. Dry ground between fire and 
my place but I have the sprinklers on so… 

TN: And… thinking about the food system… what are three things that you like 
about the food system in the community? 
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BA: Like what? What do ya… You mean off of this [Bill looks at the Information 
Letter] or what? 

TN: Yeah. 
BA: What’s a… three things I like about the food system in this area? 
TN: Yeah. 
BA: Well of course… I like to eat! I also like to cook. 
TN: You know I haven’t had anything you cooked since I’ve been here. What do 

you cook? 
BA: I can cook anything… that doesn’t like cookin’. Chicken. That’s why I call it 

fowl… Oh, I guess I’m about… like about everything in the food system because I’m 
part of it… 

TN: Yeah. 
BA: And all I… I don’t know… probably one of my pet peeves… about restau-

rants, especially you go to cafeterias where it’s the hospital or the… schools… except out 
here, most cooks, supposedly cook, cannot… they can take a good piece of… beef or… 
some good food and ruin it. [chuckles] I don’t know how they do it but they do it. And I 
just… I just can’t understand how you can start out with a good… good piece of meat or 
whatever and end up tasting like some school kid did it. That’s my number one pet peeve 
about that. 

TN: What’s your favorite food? 
BA: Beef. 
TN: Anyway you like it prepared? Or what kind of cut… (Cooked.) do you like? 
BA: [inaudible] as long as it’s beef. The way I like it. 
TN: And… is there anything you don’t like? 
BA: Chicken. 
TN: Really? Okay… 
BA: Eat turkey once a year… eat lots of salad. 
TN: What did you have for dinner yesterday? 
BA: Pork spare ribs. Leftovers. And they were very good. 
TN: How often do you have leftovers? 
BA: Well… actually a couple times a week. We go out to eat… well we probably 

went out more this month, cuz you were here. We actually been out maybe twice this 
month, usually we try to go out once a month. That’s… that’s our… getting out I guess. 
[Bill smiles] 

TN: That’s fun. 
TN: Now… you grow cattle… but how often do you slaughter one for the… 

house? 
BA: Very seldom. Carla… she’s… [inaudible] all kind of touchy about it like her 

father, who was a… what they call a city-slick, but… a lot of people think if food doen’t 
come from a groceries store… they don’t wanna eat it. And me, I’m the other way 
around… You know… like if you went out hunt and killed an elk or deer… you know 
what cha got when you butcher it. But when buy some’in out of the store you don’t 
know… maybe somebody didn’t warsh… or… something you could get… typhoid and 
various diseases or something you know? But most people’s mindset are if it doen’t come 
from a grocery store, it ain’t worth eatin’. Well… to me… I’d… I’d eat my own beef any 
day. We gotta… All if we had a late calf, maybe like a bull-calf… keep him over in the 
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next year and slaughter him for hamburger or somethin’ like that. Cuz you want a good 
cut of meat, you go to the grocery store. 

TN: Okay. Now… the last time you slaughtered a cow… did you bring it into 
town or did you do it yourself? 

BA: Actually the… last time we slaughtered it ourselves… took it to the butcher 
shop up here. She ended up putting it off, putting it off, putting it off and I thought I’d go 
get it and we go butcher it ourselves. Cut it up ourselves. So… I won’t use her services 
again… 

TN: Was it at the Lockers? 
BA: Oh… not the Lockers, it was the gal up here on the north end of the valley. 

Anyway I don’t know what her problem was… I… we actually had to go get the beef 
cuz… third week… still… weren’t done so we went and got it. 

TN: Okay… And I understand that you also hunt? 
BA: Hm hmm. 
TN: How often do you go hunt? 
BA: I do lots of huntin’… and not much… I guess, and not much killin’. I just 

like being out, seeing the animals. The meat’s really good but like Carla, she won’t eat it. 
I do but… When you get older you find out you don’t have to go out and kill somethin’ 
just… You can just go out and enjoy it, you know? Although I would… I got a elk… or 
gonna get an elk tag. I’d love to get… get one of them. If I do, I do. If I don’t, I don’t. 
Last year… I didn’t even shoot at a bull when I see ‘im. Just watched ‘im. It’d be differ-
ent when I started like that but I’m not… 

TN: Now… theoretically… can a hunting band go together… and then just have 
one person shoot all the animal and then divide it up between all the different tags be-
tween people? 

BA: Well… some people might do it that way. But you know… there’s ethics 
kinda… If you got a tag you shoot your own. You shoot your own, you see some more, 
you… you… you know just look at it. I guess I… first of all it’s illegal. You get a tag it’s 
for taking one… legal animal. That’s the way I do things, I don’t like looking back. 

TN: Now… if you get an elk tag but you don’t want to kill anything… would you 
just give up your shooting privilege to someone else? 

BA: Would I? Heavens no! Shoot… that’s tag my tag. 
TN: When was the last time you got something? 
BA: [chuckles] Don’t remember. 
TN: I talked to your daughters and they really like your geese jerky a lot and… 

but when was that… do you know? 
BA: Well this had to be… four or five years ago. When I do get a deer, a buck 

deer… take ‘im up to my folks [inaudible] dad and mom like it… And I like it so we just 
butcher it and… eat it there for breakfast. ‘Course Carla always says, you kill it, you 
clean it, you cook it, and you eat it. Then you clean up! Same with fishin’ 

TN: Do you fish? 
BA: I fish the way I hunt, I go out but… I actually got a picture of holding up a 

fish during elk season I was elk huntin’. And my brother [inaudible] chose out this lure 
and… I thought I’d snag bottom and it was a about a seven and a half pound bass. I 
throwed him back but I took a picture before I did… so people’d believe me. 

TN: Cuz usually they don’t believe you. [jokingly] 
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BA: Right well… I usually don’t catch anything. Being a farmer… you have 
people say well… you got all this land or you got like the reservoir… I don’t own it, my 
dad does. “You guys own this, why aren’t you up here having fun? You know… we’re 
having fun!” Well… when you got something like that… you gotta work to keep it and 
everybody else gets to enjoy it but you. That’s kinda the way it is. Pay the taxes and any-
way… 

TN: How long had your dad had that… reservoir? 
BA: Well, let’s see… He helped put the second lift on it back in the fifties I think. 

But it was initially built, I believe in the ‘30’s. My uncles and grandfather built it… kinda 
a natural coback and then they just had to put that dam… first dam it. 

TN: How much water does it hold? 
BA: Well… can’t tell you off the top of my head… Seem like it was about six 

thousand acre feet or something… But that’s just a guess I have no idea… 
TN: You mentioned second lift? What does that mean? 
BA: Well… when they initially built it, the dam was only so high and didn’t hold 

much water so… I think it was in the ‘50’s. Course then… early ‘50’s, late ‘40’s is when 
the… everybody was going from… well actually from World War II on… people were 
going from horses to do the work to gasoline-powered tractors and trawler. Work got a 
little bit easier and that’s when they put the second lift on. So… 

TN: And any of this water goes into your fields? 
BA: It… actually irrigates… all the Albertson holdings in Yocum. 
TN: Okay. 
BA: Pasture holdings. 
TN: Did you ever grow any food besides any hunting and fishing? 
BA: [inaudible] we used to raise potatoes… it’s for the neighborhood. We had… 

forty, fifty sacks… [inaudible] Yeah… just a small plot… one time we had maybe eighty 
sacks. Just take them around the neighborhood the fall of the year. 

TN: Sounds like… a lot of potatoes… 
BA: Yup… it was. 
TN: Why’d you stop? 
BA: Mainly because… it’s just don’t have time to… tinker with ‘em. Because you 

got the cultivation and all that and you need to be out doing something with haying 
equipment or whatever, you set it up time… 

TN: And… do you where the food that’s eaten in this community comes from? 
BA: Safeway. [chuckles] We used to be like… potatoes come from Klamath 

County, but now we see ‘em from over in Idaho, but now… they come from all over. The 
beef we’re eating is a lot of it’s Canadian. You can get stuff from foreign countries… a 
lot of your vegetables. That’s what I don’t understand, is why… Americans… let’s just 
say Safeway for example. Why don’t they support… the American farmer? Why do they 
buy… I realize it’s economics, cheaper or… better profit margin, but when you’re buying 
food from Mexico, other places… you don’t know how it’s growed, what they used for 
fertilizer or insecticides or anything! And then once in awhile you get lots of people sick 
from eating, I think last time it was alfalfa sprouts or something growing in Mexico… 
People here… whether it’s forest and how they manage forest or… how the manage the 
farm grounds. You got people in the city telling you how to do things… And makes it 
tough… for us to… well… just makes it tough on us to grow food and raises the price up. 
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And yet they’ll buy cheaper food from some place that they don’t know nothing about, 
you know? And eat it! But they’re… just baffles me that they don’t want us to do it here 
but they’ll eat somethin’ somewhere else… Just don’t make sense. 

TN: So… Stewarts… do they sell local beef? 
BA: I don’t know… 
TN: Well, how do you think… we should change the system? 
BA: Well… see like now on the cattle business. They’re wanting… to know ex-

actly where your cows are in the spring, throughout the year… you gotta, I think it’s 2008 
we gotta send our GPS location to Ag., Oregon Ag. Department or whatever you call 
them… Oregon State Agricultural Department… because of this mad cow disease… kin-
da started it. That’s another thing that most people don’t realize… it isn’t us, the cattle 
calf operators, to my knowledge there has never been any case of mad cow disease in 
cow calf operations, it’s always in the feeding programs and… And as far as I know it’s 
never been any… let’s say calves go from here to a feedlot in Warshington, that kind of a 
deal… far as I know there’s never been no mad cow disease… it’s always been with… 
someone like broken mouth dairy cattle… and I’m… if my memory serves me correct-
ly… each case of mad cow disease has always been in the dairy end of it, the old cows, 
broken mouth… broken mouth mean they’re losing their teeth so the older cows that go 
into these feedlots… and I think almost exclusively… it’s been from Canada. But yet… 
they’re after everyone of us… to identify, you know… where our cows are gonna be… 
and to me it’s just more red tape that doen’t have to be but that’s the way they’re goin’. 
And it ain’t what we’re feedin’ ‘em. You don’t get that from pasture. You get that from 
feeding cows something they’re not suppose to be eating. And it isn’t the feedlot opera-
tors that fatten our steer calves that we sell… As far as I know it’s the feedlot operators 
taking in these old Shelly cows or broken mouth cows and trying to make a buck off ‘em 
and they’re feedin’ ‘em something they shouldn’t be feedin’. But we’re all paying the 
price for… 

TN [36:59]: Do you think… yeah go ahead… 
BA: Well… they’re just like… if you went into Safeway, or any other store… and 

you got hamburger for sale, and people are thinking this hamburger… it’s coming from, 
well you see… on a lot of these package Angus beef. How do you know what it is? Might 
be an old Holstein cow! You know? So… you got… you get people in the food chain and 
you got unscrupulous people just like you have in every business whether cow calf opera-
tor you got guys that’ll wipe out a pasture… and ruin it. And you got other people take 
care of it you know? But you always got some… somebody screw ‘em up. Making eve-
rybody else pay for their shortcomings. There’s no difference in cattle industry. 

TN: Do you think it would be a better operation if all the cattle farmers just raised 
the calves themselves and then just sell the cow when they’re grown up? Would that be 
safer? 

BA: Well… I think where the problem lies… they… you know there… there’s… 
I don’t know… just a handful of these operations that feed like… when I… we saw our 
calves, they go to a feedlot, and to me, it would be… behoove the whole cattle industry 
and take the restrictions off of us… If the government, if they’re so… so… bent on get-
ting all this stuff done… why aren’t they then checking what they’re feeding these ani-
mals? I mean they’re just a handfuls… it’d be easier to… in my idea anyway… it’d be 
easier for them to keep track of what’s going on in these animals at the feedlot. We’re not 
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doing nothing to ‘em! Grass is as natural as they come. That’s all we feed ‘em. But yet 
we’re paying for these pot lickers that giving them… animal waste or whatever they’re 
feeding ‘em. And people… well just like getting’ advocates and all the others… they can 
just see the broad picture, they don’t know what actually… what’s going on. Just some-
times things happen you can’t… you can’t really take care of but… you just… It just baf-
fles me why we have to do what we do because of just a few of these guys that are short-
cuttin’. And people trust them and… like the big stores and stuff. Well that’s where we 
are. 

TN: So… how come is it that… you don’t slaughter your own cow, just to be 
safe? 

BA: It ain’t got nothin’ to do with safe. In my case… Carla, like I said, is so par-
ticular. She’d rather trust the store instead of… of the animal done on the farm like we 
done… She just that way, she won’t eat fish, she won’t eat wild game… It’s the way 
she’s brought up. Her dad said that if that meat doen’t come out of the store, it ain’t worth 
eatin’. And all… that’s something you don’t take out of a person. So it’s just easier to… 
go to the store and buy it. As far as I’m concerned, my girls are all the same too. But… 
your homegrown animals… and most… I’ll probably butcher four, five, six times over 
the past thirty years. Like have the whole season steer… the hamburgers and that is so 
lean and so good but… you know, if they had to cook, doen’t like it. Happy wife, happy 
life! So you tell ‘em to go to the store. It ain’t worth the hassle. 

TN: That’s a good quote. 
TN: Is there anything else that you can let us know about the food community 

here? 
BA: About the what? 
TN: The food community? 
BA: At one time… I knew… most people think that cattle ranchers are the food 

like the beef come from large enterprises, large operators [background gets increasingly 
noisy and Bill shushes the kids] 

BA: [to kids] You guys go outside! Be quiet! 
BA: Think that… large operators are providing most of the meat but it’s the small 

operators. If my memory serves me correctly… this was four, five years ago… about six-
ty-five percent of the beef sold in… America, like the calves… are from small operators. 
I think like… a hundred cows or less, but yet the big guys… get the breaks. Like… a lot 
of these operators, run on BLM ground, Forest Service ground, they’re payin’ I think less 
than three dollars a month for a cow on the cash, or a unit, they call it. I’m payin’ eigh-
teen bucks a month for the same… so… there’s a difference of fifteen bucks a month just 
on one cow… and you do that over the course of the summer… And… you know the 
economics… the big guys… you get the breaks, as far as I’m concerned. You go to sell 
‘em… a lot of auction yards give you a better price per truckload of calves. If you come 
in, let’s say you had fifteen steers, nice, meaty, good looking steers… they’re gonna give 
you less money for that because you only have fifteen, not a whole truckload. They can 
get rid of a truckload a lot easier than they can just… a few. And it kinda reminds you of 
a bunch of vultures… these buyers. They see us small lots come in… they’ll pick you to 
pieces and not give you price… your calves might be better then the truckload but… I, I 
try all the auction yards and there’s a couple of ‘em I wouldn’t ever come back to be-
cause they really put the screws to ya… So I think… we, as small operators, we gotta pay 
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more to raise our product even though we don’t have as many as the big operators. It’s 
just a little tougher, I mean you gotta be… tenacious to be in this business. You can’t be a 
quitter, that’s for dang sure. 

TN: So you said you were… you tried different auction yards. 
BA: I have, yes. 
TN: Well… what’s to stop the buyers from moving different yards to get better 

prices? 
BA: Buyers? The buyers that buy at these sale yards… they go to every auction. 
TN: Okay. 
BA: And they’re… the vultures are standing up… settin’ up in the bleachers and 

waitin’ their turns. I’d been to auctions where they’d only been like four or five buyers 
and they each take their turn buyin’. It isn’t like… “We’re gonna give you a good bid on 
this” and everybody’s biddin’, the rest of ‘em quit, this guy over here, he’d buy this lot. 
Next one buy this one. So it’s not very fair… 

TN: So it’s not an auction at all… 
BA: Not really… It’s legalized thievery as far as I’m concerned. And… not all the 

time. This has been in the past. It happens… I’ll just put it that way. 
TN: Have you ever heard of… this new video auction? 
BA: Yeah it’s… It is a good thing I guess… I’ve never been on it because it’s… 

slanted more your larger operators as far as truckloads again… see. But it’s a good thing. 
[inaudible] like last year… or any other year, as far as that go, but last year especially. 
They pay pretty good prices for calves. The market went way down… so then, them buy-
ers came into the… 

 
[Bill shushes Carla] 
 
Carla Albertson: I’m tell y’all for sure I’m not cleanin’ the car by myself, you get 

your friggin’ buns some of ya out there and help! I didn’t make it that pigsty. 
 
[Bill shushes Carla some more…] 
 
BA: I’m gonna kick y’all out! 
BA: Anyway… the… to make up for… what they lost… that they came in and 

this is my idea but… they came in and bought calves like we sell, the fall of the year, at 
considerable chaper price, kinda offset what they lost. So I think they’re working both 
ends of the… But like I said this is… this is my idea… But it’s, you wanna be a farmer, 
rancher, small operator… you better have some tough hide. 

TN: Why is the video auction a better thing? 
BA: Well in the first place… you know… like they’ve already had one of them 

folks know that in November, October, or whenever them calves are supposed to be 
gone. They already know what they’re gonna get. And me… I won’t know until I sell 
‘em, what I’m gonna get. So it takes away a lot of uncertainty whether you’re in trouble 
or whether you’re in pretty good shape. See like… I heard some of the guys were, five 
hundred weight calves went for a dollar twenty straight across, heffers and steers both. 
Which is a good price. But you look at the market report and they’re down to… if you’re 
lucky, you get a dollar for the same calves. 
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TN: Have you ever thought about… So you’re talking about how they buy truck-
loads at a better price cuz they sell more at once? 

BA: Well they can get rid of ‘em easier. 
TN: So have you ever thought about combining with other ranchers? Small ranch-

ers? 
BA: I have but… they’re so, kinda like me, so… independent that they do their 

own thing. And it… to me, as a small operator, it’s kinda like falling out of your sailboat 
out in the shark infested waters. And I think… the cattle buyers love to see us come be-
cause, they’re gonna buy these calves, not all the time. More times than I always like to 
think. They can buy them calves a lot cheaper… and they can go to all these auctions and 
pick up these calves and then pick up a truckload for considerably cheaper for what you 
get on the video. So we’re actually… cream of the crop for these buyers, as far as I’m 
concerned. And then you got… I should be slanted at all that way because you got buy-
ers… and auctioneers that are actually looking out for us small operators. There is one 
guy in particular… auctioneer… moved into this community about ten years ago. And 
ever since he’s been here… we’ve been getting’ decent price for our calves. 

TN: So for the past ten years the prices have… been going up? 
BA: Well… yeah but it also… we feel like we’re getting a fair shake. 
TN: What do you think Lakeview will be like in another twenty years? 
BA: Well at the rate we’re going… it might be like a wagon tire. Only the good 

Lord can tell you that. No idea… 
TN: What do you want it to be like in twenty years. 
BA: Well it’d be nice to… go in there, need a pair of overalls, or a pair of boots, 

or a hat… you could just walk into one place and buy it. Right now we haven’t got that 
option. You have to go a hundred miles just for a pair of socks. You know. Something 
needs to… give here… Then you… on the other hand… you can have a good men’s wear 
store and people come drive a hundred miles to Klamath to get that good deal. You know. 
People do not support their local people. It’s just the way it is. 

TN: Well Bill, thank you very much. That’s all the questions I have. 
BA: ‘K! 
TN: Thank you. 

 


